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Abstract—One way for Deaf people to communicate with 
hearing people over the telephone is to use a voice relay. The 
service is often provided with a human relay operator that relays 
text into voice, and vice versa, on behalf of the Deaf and hearing 
users. In developed countries, voice relay is frequently subsidised 
by governments or service providers. There is no such service in 
South Africa. We have built several automatic voice relay 
systems for a disadvantaged Deaf community in Cape Town. This 
paper describes how we augmented a general-purpose 
communication system for voice relay. Kiara is a fully open 
source Instant Messaging, voice and video over Internet Protocol 
communication system based on the Session Initiation Protocol. 
We integrated automatic speech recognition and text-to-speech 
technologies into Kiara to provide real-time automatic voice relay 
for relayed communication. As it stands, Kiara can also be used 
for standard voice and video relay with a human operator. 
 
Index Terms—Deaf telephony, voice relay, open source, 
Session Initiation Protocol 
I. INTRODUCTION 
EARING people use a variety of communication 
systems: voice telephony, video conferencing, Short 
Message Service (SMS), email, and Instant Messaging. 
Choosing an appropriate system to communicate depends on 
the context, as well as on the abilities and preferences of the 
user. Sometimes SMS is sufficient, whereas in other cases, 
voice telephony is needed to talk directly. Similar context 
choices are available for Deaf, hard of hearing and speech-
impaired people, but their choices are limited by physiological 
constraints and socioeconomic situation, particularly in 
developing African countries like South Africa [1] [2]. Deaf 
users use sign language to communicate with one another, and 
may not be as text literate like other deaf people. 
Users that cannot hear or use voice tend to use text 
telephony [3], whether text is appropriate or not, e.g. for 
personal or emergency needs. Note that poor text literacy can 
also impact negatively on using text telephony. Text 
telephones have been developed locally [4], and are common 
in the developed world [8]. Along with cell phones and PCs, 
such technologies provide an array of text-only telephony for 
Deaf users. Deaf people can also communicate with hearing 
people via some form of relay. A voice relay service (VRS) 
typically uses a human interpreter to translate a spoken 
language like English into text for the Deaf user. A video relay 
service uses video interfaces to relay sign language. Most of 
these relay systems rely on a human interpreter who translates 
the hearing user's spoken words into text or sign language for 
the Deaf user and vice versa. These services are often 
subsidised by governments and/or service providers. There is 
no such service in South Africa. Firstly, South African Deaf 
people are more likely to use SMS on a cell phone than a text 
telephone due to cost and other considerations [1][4]. 
Secondly, South Africa has lack of trained sign language 
interpreters, not to mention readily accessible video devices 
for the Deaf population. It is therefore understandably difficult 
and expensive to provide such a relay service. Thus, there is a 
need for a system that can provide automatic conversion to 
provide VRS without human interpreters. This is currently 
possible for voice relay. 
A. Automatic voice relay 
Figure 1 shows a scenario with automatic voice relay. When a 
hearing person calls a Deaf person, a voice conversation is 
initiated between the hearing participant and the Automatic 
Speech Recognition (ASR) service. During the conversation, 
the voice is sent to the ASR service and is interpreted into text. 
While keeping the voice connection open so that voice-to-text 
communication can continue, the ASR service translates the 
hearing person's words into text and sends it to the Deaf user. 
A textual version of the hearing person's spoken message 
appears on the display of the Deaf person's device, e.g. 
computer or cell phone. The Deaf person keys in a text 
response. The Text-to-Speech (TTS) Service receives the text 
and converts it to voice and forwards the voice to the hearing 
person's audio device.  
 
 
Figure 1 Voice relay converts text to voice to send to a hearing user, 
and then relays the hearing user's spoken message to text for a Deaf 
user. 
B. Objectives 
Third-party relay services that facilitate relayed 
communications for Deaf, hard of hearing and speech-
impaired users are common in the developed world, e.g. Royal 
National Institute for the Deaf's Typetalk at British Telecom 
[5], TalkingText [6], and AT&T Relay Service [7]. These 
relay services are primarily operator-assisted, or manual. They 
make use of the Public Switch Telephone Network (PSTN), 
cellular networks and the Internet. Deaf devices are either text 
telephones or personal computers. These services are also 
provided free of charge to Deaf users in their respective 
countries. The primary goal of this project is to enable 
automatic relay between text and voice without operator 
assistance in order to keep costs down and remove dependence 
on a human interpreter. 
H 
To that end we have built several VRS systems for a 
disadvantaged Deaf community in Cape Town, South Africa 
[9][10][11]. The latest prototype was called SIMBA and was 
trialled extensively with Deaf users. Due to both technical and 
social considerations, especially lack of computer and text 
literacy, SIMBA did not achieve take-up in the Deaf 
community. However, its introduction nurtured an increase in 
both computer and text literacy that currently justifies the 
pursuit of an updated VRS system based on contemporary 
communication technologies. This paper describes a VRS 
called Kiara (daughter of SIMBA) that was designed for 
members of the Deaf Community of Cape Town (DCCT). 
Kiara is a completely free and open source (FOSS) software 
system that supports real-time communication of text, voice 
and video [12]. Kiara's basic text and video capabilities enable 
Deaf people to communicate with each other in text or sign 
language with video. Kiara can now also interchange text and 
voice communication to effect a VRS. 
There are several obvious reasons to keep Kiara open 
source: open standards, customization, cost and the General 
Public License (GPL). Kiara is built on open standard 
protocols that make it able to connect to other software. Open 
source gives Kiara accessibility for other researchers and 
developers to add and customise features. Kiara is free and is 
therefore  suitable for disadvantaged communities like DCCT. 
Kiara is developed on many open source libraries and most 
libraries are licensed under GPL. 
This paper focuses on how Kiara integrates open source 
ASR and TTS technologies within the Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP) architecture. Our approach is based on IETF 
RFC 3351 [14]. The next section provides a brief overview of 
Kiara's architecture. Section III discusses Kiara's Relay 
Manager that provides the automatic voice relay capabilities. 
Section IV discusses the implementation issues including the 
open source libraries and technologies used to build the voice 
relay system. Section V concludes the paper and Section VI 
suggests avenues for future work. 
 
 
Figure 2 The Relay Manager is the Kiara component responsible for 
voice relay. The other components provide standard VoIP and IM 
functionality based on SIP. 
II. OVERVIEW OF KIARA 
Kiara is a SIP-based communication tool that supports 
synchronous communication of text, voice and video. Like 
Skype or Google Talk, Kiara is a voice over Internet Protocol 
(VoIP) application combined with Instant Messaging. Kiara's 
VoIP components are designed to work with Asterisk and SIP-
capable IP-based communication systems and infrastructure. 
All Kiara components, on both client and server sides, are 
completely FOSS and standards-based. The Relay Manager 
provides voice relay services within the overall Kiara 
architecture (see Figure 2). The rest of this paper concentrates 
on the Relay Manager's design and implementation. 
III. RELAY MANAGER DESIGN ISSUES 
Figure 3 shows the architecture of Kiara's Relay Manager. 
The design issues most relevant to relayed communication 
concern awareness during relayed conversation, the user 
interface and the communication flows from hearing user to 
Deaf user, and vice versa. This section describes each of these 
issues in turn. 
 
 Figure 3 The architecture of Kiara's FOSS-based voice relay service 
closely resemble the voice relay scenario from Figure 1. The voice of 
user Alice is handled by SIP with Real-time Transport Protocol 
(RTP) [15]. The text to and from user Bob is handled by SIP for 
Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE) 
[16]. 
A. Awareness in communication 
Supporting awareness plays an important role in Kiara's 
communication flows, especially because ASR and TTS 
processing produce attendant latencies. A situation could 
easily arise where one Kiara user does not know that the other 
is typing or speaking. This results in the two users frequently 
typing or speaking either at the same time or in close 
succession. The worst situation is that one user might think the 
other is not responding when ASR or TTS processing takes a 
long time. These latencies and resulting expectations can 
disrupt the flow of the conversation. For example, Alice would 
hang up the call if she did not receive any notification that is 
Bob is either typing or having his text converted to speech for 
delivery. Thus, the Kiara clients support awareness by sending 
in-progress SIP messages, for both types of users. When Alice 
starts speaking, a notification message is created and 
transmitted to Bob. Bob receives a notification of the form 
“Alice is speaking”. This provides a visual indication to Bob 
that Alice is speaking, thereby prompting Bob to wait until 
receiving processed ASR results. The Kiara client for the 
hearing user can also display an isTyping awareness 
notification. If the hearing user is not using a computer, Kiara 
can also send an aural isTyping notification to a VoIP or 
PSTN device. These awareness features aid the flow of 
relayed conversation by notifying end users of conversation 
flow. 
B. User Interface 
Due to the introduction of previous Deaf telephony 
prototypes, and repeated experience with computers at the 
computer lab since 2004, Deaf users at DCCT have a lot of 
experience with Instant Messaging, email and video chat. 
They are also familiar with Skype and Google Talk, so we 
used those tools as a reference to build the user interface to 
Kiara, shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4 Kiara's user interface resembles other well-known Instant 
Messaging tools. A contact list (shown on the left) shows who is on 
or offline. A text messaging window timestamps messages and 
identifies who types what. 
C. Communication flows 
The flows of communication between the hearing user 
Alice and Deaf user Bob shown in Figure 3 are as follows: 
1) Communication flow from hearing user to Deaf user 
• Alice at host A makes a voice call to Bob at host B. 
• Alice waits for the response message from Bob. 
• When Bob takes the call, the Kiara client sends a SIP 
INVITATION message to Kiara's Relay Manager. 
• Once the Relay Manager receives the INVITATION 
message from Alice within the timeout, the Relay 
Manager creates an RTP session with SIP, and 
initiates an ASR module to interpret the voice stream 
from Alice. When Alice keeps a silence longer than a 
specified timeout, the ASR module that is listening 
Alice's speech over RTP connection considers it the 
end of a message and converts the speech to text 
using an ASR engine. 
• Then the Relay Manager sends the ASR results to Bob 
as an Instant Message to Bob as soon as it gets the 
results from the ASR module. In addition, if using a 
computer, Alice also gets the ASR results on her 
screen to so she can inspect what was sent to Bob. 
• While Alice is speaking, Kiara also sends awareness 
messages, e.g. “Alice is speaking”, and notifying Bob 
that something is happening. This is similar to an 
isTyping message. 
2) Communication flow from Deaf user to hearing user 
• When Bob sends a message to Alice, the text message 
is sent to Kiara Relay Manager first via an Instant 
Messaging channel, e.g. with SIMPLE. 
• After receiving a text message from Bob, the Kiara 
Relay Manager initiates a TTS module to accept the 
text message from Bob. When Bob terminates a text 
message with a carriage return, the TTS module 
treats it as the end of a message and converts the text 
to voice using the TTS module. 
• The synthesized speech is sent back to Alice over the 
existing RTP session. 
• When Bob types, the Kiara client will also send aural 
awareness messages to notify Alice that Bob is 
typing. 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
This section lists the FOSS technologies and protocols used to 
build Kiara's VRS and then shows how these technologies and 
protocols were implemented to create the service. 
A. Technologies used in Kiara 
1) SIP 
SIP is a standard for establishing sessions over Internet 
Protocol (IP) [13]. SIP’s capacity to simplify creation, 
management and termination of sessions is ideally suited to 
build communication systems for Deaf users [14]. SIP meets 
requirements for accessing a wide array of devices (telephone, 
mobile phone, PC) over a variety of networks (IP, WiFi, 
PSTN, 3G). This widespread availability enables any SIP-
compatible device (soft-phone, telephone, SIP-enabled cell 
phone, PBX, VoIP server) to work with our software. SIP is a 
text-based protocol. There are six SIP request messages and 
six SIP response messages. The Kiara client uses REGISTER 
message to login with the Kiara Relay Manager. INVITE and 
BYE messages establish and terminate a call session, 
respectively. Kiara Relay Manager uses a 200 OK message to 
accept a call session. 
2) RTP/RTCP 
RTP is a standard for the transport of real-time data, 
including audio and video [15]. RTP consists of data and 
control parts. The control part is also called Real-time 
Transport Control Protocol (RTCP). While RTP carries the 
media streams, RTCP carries the transmission statistics and 
quality of service information. When starting a voice call, a 
Kiara client sends a SIP INVITE message to the Kiara Relay 
Manager. The SIP message includes a Session Description 
Protocol (SDP) message that instructs the Relay Manager to 
open an RTP connection for the call. An RTP session is 
established between the Kiara client and Relay Manager. 
Voice streams are transferred over the RTP session. 
3) SIMPLE 
The Session Initiation Protocol for Instant Messaging and 
Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE) is a standard for 
Instant Messaging based on SIP [16]. Kiara makes use of the 
SIP MESSAGE method as defined in RFC 3428 to support 
Instant Messaging and the SIP message 
SUBSCRIBE/NOTIFY for presence [16]. RFC 3856 defines 
two models: an end-to-end model and a centralized model 
[17]. Kiara uses a SIP server as a presence server to support 
the centralized model. This server handles all subscriptions. 
The SIP message PUBLISH allows Kiara Clients to inform the 
presence server about their subscription states [18]. 
4) XML 
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a standard for 
creating and storing structured data. Kiara uses XML to store 
information like the contact list, user profile, and the exchange 
text messages. 
5) Sphinx ASR 
Sphinx is an open source project developed by the Sphinx 
Group at Carnegie Mellon University [19]. Sphinx 2 is a real-
time, large vocabulary, speaker independent speech 
recognition system. It supports n-grams and finite state 
grammars (FSG) language models. 
6) Festival TTS 
Festival TTS is an open source text-to-speech engine 
developed by the Centre for Speech Technology at the 
University of Edinburgh [20]. It offers a general framework 
for building speech synthesis systems and synthesizes text into 
speech. 
7) G.711/Speex 
G.711 is a standard audio codec for modern digital 
telephone networks. Speex is a variable bitrate audio codec. It 
is able to dynamically modify its bitrates to respond to 
different network conditions. Speex is suitable for VoIP 
applications. Kiara uses both G.711 and Speex for real-time 
audio streams. 
B. Implementation of Kiara 
1) ASR Module 
The ASR module of Kiara's Relay Manager is implemented 
using Sphinx2 [19]. It receives a voice stream from the Relay 
Manager, detects silence, converts voice to text and then sends 
the ASR results back to the Relay Manager. The ASR module 
can recognize digits very well (90%) is not as competent with 
words/sentences (40%). This is because the sample language 
model it provides was trained for American accents. There is 
now a tool called SphinxTrain that has been used for training 
of acoustic models and can train for South African accents. 
We will explore and test SphinxTrain in the future work. 
2) TTS Module 
The TTS module of Kiara Relay Manager is implemented 
using Festival TTS [20]. Festival receives text from the Relay 
Manager, converts text to voice and then sends TTS results 
back to the Relay Manager. At this time, Festival TTS 
translation only provides a male voice. 
3) Relay Manager 
The Relay Manager sends communication streams to a 
given Kiara client as soon as it receives the ASR/TTS results 
from the ASR/TTS modules. The Relay Manager is a small 
modified SIP User Agent (UA). It runs in the background to 
initialize the ASR and TTS modules, detects non-talk 
segments, creates RTP sessions, and transfers text/voice 
streams that are essentially ASR/TTS results to respective 
callers. 
 
 
Figure 5 Silence and voice detection with attendant ASR processing. 
 
As shown in Figure 5, “Voice” is defined by a contiguous 
series of sound data. A period of silence, e.g. 5 seconds, is 
defined as “Silence”. The “Voice” will be sent to Sphinx 2 
ASR engine to convert voice to text, and the Kiara Relay 
Manager then relays resultant text. A “Silence” shorter than 
five seconds is regarded as a part of a speech and included in 
the “Voice”. A “Silence” longer than five seconds is discarded 
and the Kiara Relay Manager calls the ASR module to convert 
the preceding “Voice” segment. The “Voice” is currently 
limited to a maximum length of fifteen seconds due to the 
limitations of Sphinx2. 
Compared with detecting “Silence" from the audio client 
in Figure 5, detecting a text message is much easier (see 
Figure 6). If the Kiara Relay Manager receives a SIP Instant 
Message, it exacts the SIP message and sends the plain text to 
the TTS module for speech synthesis. The Kiara Relay 
Manager is also responsible for sending out the ASR results to 
the text client. 
 
 
Figure 6 TTS processing is easier than silence detection because the 
SIMPLE messages already contain the text messages. 
4) Awareness in Kiara Client 
Kiara clients monitor keyboard activity and the audio input 
device. If input from the keyboard or audio device occurs 
within a particular time interval, a SIP message such as 
“KIARA_AWARE(X is typing)” or “KIARA_AWARE(X is 
speaking)” is created and delivered by the Kiara Client. The 
SIP message looks like this: 
 
MESSAGE sip:bob@softbridge.uwc.ac.za SIP/2.0 
Via: SIP/2.0/TCP 
alice.softbridge.uwc.ac.za;branch=y8rD5cG655xdgcfk 
Max-Forwards: 70 
From: sip:alice@softbridge.uwc.ac.za;tag=49583 
To: sip:bob@softbridge.uwc.ac.za 
Call-ID: bcb66bgc55r@172.16.39.5 
CSeq: 1 MESSAGE 
Content-Type: text/plain 
Content-Length: 18 
 
Alice is speaking. 
 
Actually, the text of the SIP message is coded in XML like 
this: 
 
<sipmessage> 
 <message type="AWARENESS"> 
 <fontface>MS Sans Serif</fontface>  
 <fontcolor>#000000</fontcolor> 
 <text>Alice is typing</text>  
 </message> 
</sipmessage > 
 
Note that “message type” above is a flag to distinguish a SIP 
Instant Message from a SIP awareness message. When Kiara 
receives a message, it decodes and extracts the XML encoded 
message. If the message type is an Instant Message, the 
message is displayed on the Deaf user’s interface. If the 
message type is an awareness message, the message is 
displayed as a notification on the interface. 
5) Open source libraries 
There are several open source libraries and packages that 
Kiara is built on. oSIP is an open source implementation of 
SIP and SIMPLE, written in C [21]. Kiara uses this library to 
provide SIP signalling, Instant Messaging, awareness and 
presence. oRTP is an open source implementation of 
RTP/RTCP. oRTP is also written in C [22]. Kiara uses this 
library to provide voice streaming. PortAudio is a cross-
platform audio I/O library [23]. Kiara uses this library to 
capture and process voice streams. Kamailio (previously 
called OpenSER) is a mature, flexible and scalable open 
source SIP server [24]. It is configured as a SIP registrar, SIP 
proxy, location, and presence server to support SIP–based 
network infrastructure. TinyXML is a simple, small and stable 
XML parser that written in C++. It is easy to use and can be 
easily integrating into other programs [25]. Kiara uses 
TinyXML as a text file parser to create and save human 
readable data like text, awareness messages, contact 
information, and log information. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, Kiara is a SIP-based communication tool that 
supports synchronous communication of text, voice and video. 
ASR and TTS technologies were integrated into Kiara's Relay 
Manager in order to support automatic voice relay for a Deaf 
users to communicate with a hearing user. The architecture of 
Kiara Relay Manager is based on [14]. All of the components 
are completely FOSS. Textual and audio awareness 
mechanisms help end users deal with the latencies incurred by 
relayed conversation. Kiara's appearance closely resembles 
common Instant Messaging interfaces and is therefore familiar 
to computer literate users. Kiara's standards-based design and 
implementation mean that Kiara can connect to any form of 
telephony device without modification. Note that even without 
the automatic VRS capability, Kiara can be used to provide a 
voice and/or video relay service just like any other such 
service available in developed regions. The only holdback for 
Deaf users in South Africa is that such services are not freely 
available. 
VI. FUTURE WORK 
We have not yet tested the automated Kiara VRS with 
actual users at DCCT. First, we wish to ensure that the system 
is robust enough to perform unattended. Second, we must 
identify real-life scenarios where Deaf and hearing people 
would want to use the system. There is no culture of relayed 
communication in South Africa. That was the main hindrance 
to take-up in prior systems. We are hoping that improved 
computer and English literacy will increase the chances of 
Kiara's success. 
Kiara's ASR and TTS modules currently only support 
English. Thus, Kiara still needs several extensions to support 
other South Africa languages. The acoustic model for Sphinx 
in the ASR module is designed for English. We may need to 
build an acoustic model and extend the ASR module to able to 
recognize Afrikaans and Xhosa, for example. 
If we find that ASR performance is not acceptable for end 
users, we will experiment with a human relay operator. We 
may also use a human sign language interpreter to translate 
between sign language and voice with the hope that someday 
automated sign language recognition and generation will 
become as common (and open source) as recognition and 
generation of text. 
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